Chapter 8

The End of the Beginning: An Epilogue
Punya Mishra and Danah Henriksen

This final chapter serves as the epilogue, as both a summary and a synthesis of the
chapters in the book. We begin by providing an informal historical overview of
the current impact ofTPACK as a theoretical framework in terms of the quantifiable
reach of the theory as well as the rapidity and breadth of its acceptance. We then
provide an overview of each chapter that includes, first, how they are grouped thematically and, then, its core ideas. For Chaps. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, we identify and
summarize a few key takeaways and points of interest. Following this overview, we
identify three crosscutting themes: the importance of the idea of learning by design
for the development ofTPACK; an emphasis on the evaluation and measurement of
TPACK; and, finally, the important role that communities of practice play in TPACK
development. We note how learning by design is relevant because several of the
studies here involved educators working through the design process (creating software applications, lessons, and other teaching artifacts) to extend it into the arena of
TPACK research. Evaluation/measurement is important as well because the work in
this book seek to develop rubrics that wou ld allow teacher educators to evaluate different facets ofTPACK. Communities of practice were also relevant because, rather
than looking at teachers in isolation, the work in this book represents settings that
support partnership/teamwork between preservice and in-service teachers (as well
as educational researchers, teacher educators, and others). Finally, after considering
these points, we offer a note of both positive points and constructive critique regarding this book's potential contributions to the internationalization ofTPACK research.
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It gives us great pleasure to write the epilogue for this collection of research
articles related to technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK). The idea
ofTPACK has truly had a significant impact on the research and practice in educational technology. Speaking personally, it was sometime in 2000 that Matt Koehler
and the first author started working together on the learning hy design seminars.
These seminars. which ended up hecoming a hook entitled Focultv De1·e/opmen1 bv
Design (Mishra , Koehler. & Zhao, 2007), were an intcrwntion that attempted to get
faculty in higher education to intelligently integrate technology in their teaching. It
was while we were conducting research on the process hy which faculty working in
design teams with graduate students came up with solutions to technological and
pedagogical prohlems of teaching suhject matter that the initial idea of TPACK
came to us. At that point, it was an inchoate form of understanding-and one that
needed further research to elucidate. What 1 do know is that both Matt and I had a
sense that we were closing in on an interesting idea and one that we needed to share
with the world. It was around 2004 that we hegin writing the article that would
finally he puhlished in Tea rhers College Record in 2006 .
To say that this article changed our lives is an understatement. The article has
over 2,000 citations in Google Scholar. It in turn led to the Handbook of' TPCK
puhlished hy Routledge and the American Association of Colleges of Teacher
Education (AACTE. Herring, Mishra, & Koehler. 2008). For instance. a quick
review of the puhlic Mcndeley hihliography connected to the TPACK .org website
reveals that there are over 630 puhlications tagged as being related to TPACK (35
hook chapters, 220 conference papers, 15 miscellaneous pieces. and the remainder
are journal articles). That is a staggering number uf puhlications-for a topic that
was introduced to the research and scholarly community less than a decade ago. In
more practical terms, the TPACK framework has been used for faculty development
in higher education; it has become an integral pan of teacher education and teacher
professional development in many countries around the world : and it ha~ been
accepted as a guiding framework by a range of educational organizations. As must
he clear. the rapidity and breadth of acceptance of the framework have been incredihly gratifying to us. Also gratifying is this opportunity to read all the chapters in
this hook and to he asked to write an epilogue.
That said, we approach this task with humility; and we do so for two key reasons.
First, hecause though one or the authors or this epilogue is identiJied as being one
of the originators of the framework , we know well that there are many others who
have made similar arguments hut were not lucky enough to receive the recognition
we did (We have in our writing a!lemptcd to provide credit to these precursors of the
TPACK rramework as often as we can.) . Second, and as importantly. we understand
that the literature on TPACK has gnlwn so quickly that it is nearly irnpossihle flll. us
to keep up with all the work heing presented and puhlish~:d. In !'act. it can he argued
that there an: lllher scholars who are mor~: up to date with the TPACK literature .
Given these two facts, it must he understood that this chapter not he seen as a delinitivc reading of this hook hut rather as one possihle review.
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8.1

Broad Strokes: Overview of the Outcomes

At the broadest level, this book is concerned with the critical issue of teacher
education in developing TPACK. And as readers will have noted, the chapters of the
book are organized around three central themes of TPACK development, which
include TPACK in Teaching Practices, The Transformative Model of TPACK, and
The Integrative Model of TPACK.
The overarching focus of this book--examining ways to improve teacher education for the development of TPACK-is relevant and essential to our global and
technology-driven society. By improving the way that current and future teachers
teach with technology, the field of education ensures that we will meet the needs of
twenty-first-century students. Building on the potential of technology offers us a
way to enrich and expand learning opportunities and to expand the types of experiences that teachers and learners can have in the classroom.
One of the critical contemporary issues in teacher education has involved how to
better support preservice and in-service teachers in the way that they teach with
technology. Mishra and Koehler (2006) suggested that this could be well addressed
through developing TPACK with the engagement of instructional frameworks,
proper assessments of knowledge and practices, and teaching practices for specific
learning and teaching contexts. The pre- and in-service focus on educational technology in the chapters of this book highlights an area of teaching and learning that
is at the crux of modern education globally. The different frameworks and approaches
applied by these authors, along with the different aspects of TPACK they investigated, offer some valuable insights for teacher education and professional development. They are significant as a first step toward a more research-based and informed
look at how TPACK is operating in different aspects of teacher learning. Several
interesting strands of research arise as we look across the chapters.

8.1.1

TPACK in Teaching Practices

Chapters 2 and 3 are focused on understanding the ways that TPACK is instantiated
in practice. Chapter 2 highlights the fact that there has been much research done to
consider and study the models and variations of TPACK for different contexts (e.g.,
TPACK-deep, TPACK-W). As we see it, there is a research gap in which there has
been a lack of work exam ining working models of TPACK within more
subject-specific contexts, such as science, mathematics, etc. This is an interesting
gap, particularly when we consider the fact that TPACK itself is so tied to content
and the way that content explicitly alters teaching practices and uses of technology.
It stands to reason that more diversity within models of TPACK could be usefu l in
subject-/content-specific approaches, and this was a core aspect of Chap. 2. A twostrand panel of researchers and expert teachers helped to generate and validate a
TPACK-practical (TPACK-P) framework. The knowledge of learners, knowledge of
dassroom instruction, and knowledge of curriculum design components that they
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d..:scribl: not only maps on to l:X isting aspl:cts of TPACK hut also considers some
subject·spccilic issues. For example in teaching science content, diversity of representations is particularly meaningful and hold~ unique considerations for technology. The possihi lity for a more detailed set of subject-specific models of TPAC K is
a fascinating and useful approac h for adding to the existing body of more general ized TPACK work: we concur with the authors that more work is nl:l:ded in this area.
In Chap. 3, the authors studied novice and experienced sl:icnee kaehers to better
underst and their TPACK-P knowledge. They did this \iia interviews with 40 science
teachers In rl:veal their TPJ\CK-P (~tlong the lines of assessment, planning <.~nd
designing, and tcal:hing r raclil:e). The coding sc hema they developed is interesting
in that it providt:s the field of TPACK rt:Sl:arch with three catt:gorics of tt:acher
knowledge: infusive applicatio n. transition, and plan and design emphasis. These
three categorit:s hllld poss ihiliti c~ for understanding dil'ferl:ntlcvcls t)ftt:achl:r tluidity with TPACK. from the mort: infus ivc (expert) group to the transition group, and
to the plan/design grour (w ho seemt:d more comfortable with lesson planning and
preparation nf technnlogy -dri vt:n lessons th:tn thl: actual implt:mentation ). This analytil:al breakdown o f difkrl: nt level~ of TPACK urtderstanding is ~ igniflcant in that
it provides ~up port 10 tl:achers at di tT..:rent rlaCl:S in tht: prut:t:SS of knowing and
implementing teL:hnology approaches in their teaL:hing. J\s thl: authors suggesL the
patterns shown in this chapter can hec<,mt: a guidin,g framcWl)rk for the developmt:nt of instruments that evaluate teachers· e<,mpeknce 111 using clas~ruorn tech·
nologics. MPrc tmport antl y. it gives us a way to set· what th9 d<' well and where
they strugg le. In thi s sense, it i> a u'dul diagno~ric appr<,ach to giving k:achcr~ (and
teacher educators) a look at when.: they are, and where they can go. when ir. cnme:-.
to teac hing with techno logy.

8.1.2

The Tramformative Model of TPACK

Chapter 4 puts ;t l'o cus nn research that seeks a deeper unde r., tanding u l' ho\\ TPACK
t'> e \ ~tlu :.t t ed in >ciencc teaching . Speeilicall:, the <tuthurs ,:reatl:d and tested rubric ~
to evaluate prescrviu.: tt:achcrs ' TPAC K-P; and these were de\ clnped aeCl)rding to
the prPiicicncy kveb and feature::. previously identified ahnut til-service reachers .
They col le<.:led lesson plans and microteaching video clips ul' pre~crvice teachers
working on physics c urriculum and instructi on design . [nt..:restingly. r..:sults n:vealt:d
that these preservice teachers' performances on l es~o n planning and microtcadting
were sirn ilar within nnt: kve I of rrolieicncy. However. their perlon n <.~nce <Jil teaching with tcc hnDiogy was comparatively hettt:r in curriculum des ign and ..:n<tcttne nr
than on assessment. In other word s. new and future teac hers have an ca~ t e r time in
the planning/enacting of technology lcs>ons than with assessmen t.
In C hap . 5. the authDrs cxplm..: a teacher cnm tnunll y t.:onsisting of a tl·ae her t~du 
C<~ I• >r. four cxperie need physics teachers. and I I prcservicc: le<tchers whn collahl >ratt:d
with each (llhcr llll developin g simul atilln-hased physics learning ntodu les . With
experiencl:u teac her> designing so ftware application:-. (Aprs) or learnin g modules .
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the preservice teachers played the role of not only users who implemented the Apps
but also testers/evaluators of the Apps. This study presented an interesting case of
learning-through-design work for technology implementation and knowledge; it did
so in a model that worked for different proficiency levels. The more experienced
App designers refined their TPACK-P while producing and reflecting on the artifacts. And the testing and evaluation process gave the preservice teachers an opportunity to experience variables and visualize the phenomena and how it operates in
teaching and learning settings. More importantly, this chapter reflects the way that
communities of practice can be invaluable in teaching with technology situations.
The novice teachers were able to learn from and with the expert teachers and vice
versa; and the design-centered approach made the task valuable to teachers at all
proficiency levels, giving them a chance to grow their TPACK in practical ways.

8.1.3

The Integrative Model of TPACK

Chapter 6 bases its work on the theoretical framework of cognitive apprenticeship.
The authors apply the MAGDAIRE model (modeled analysis, guided development,
articulated implementation, and reflected evaluation) to help preservice teachers
become more sensitive to the interplay between the elements ofTPACK. This model
seemed to be a useful framework for allowing preservice teachers to consider how
technology connects to their teaching practice based on a set of variables. The
authors found that the preservice teachers they worked with moved toward a more
connected look at the ways that technology intertwines with teac hing school subject
matters. We liken their model to an effective mingling of the cognitive apprenticeship learning theory with a detailed learning-by-design framework. In this, it provides an approach to improve preservice teachers' TPACK that is supportive,
collaborative, and systematic (tapping the knowledge of expert teachers for novices,
within a guided framework).
In Chap. 7, the authors had teachers utilize e-learning resources of four science
topics in the primary curriculum in order to observe and learn from the ways in
which they applied this technology. The results from the 19 teachers invited to use
these e-learning resources in their classrooms showed some specific understandings
of how techno logy supports teaching and learning. The range of findings seemed
valuable for presenting a look at how teachers use technology in a very broad context. Though this work was done in Hong Kong, many of the issues that arose have
applicability in many other countries and settings (certainly in the USA). Some of
the teac hers' initial concerns about technology imple mentation included the following: worrying whether implementing such activities would affect the teaching
schedule and, consequently, students' examination results; the adequacy of different
technology equipment; the importance of the teaching materials matching the content of the textbooks or school-based curriculum. These are similar to broader issues
faced by all educators who seek to intelligently incorporate tec hnology in their
teaching. The authors also note a need for flexibility, in that teachers might need to
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llludify ll.:<.:hnulll~y i'(SI ) lif(L'~ Lll' ..;ont l'lll l< l li t till· re ~O UILC ~. i:1lll 11\llSI tlllportanliy,
lhc·y der ive the conclusion~ that ( <~ ) there i ~ lltlright w<ty tu tllil.:grale lcehnt•lugy into
the classroom and 1h) applicahilit y is hi g hl y vanahk h;1sed on the clas~n>um and the
LO illCXl.

X.2
8.2.1

Thematic Issues
Learning by Design

Om.: trtlportant (2UiJin1! theme th:Jl we ftlltntl interesting and imporlanr lhruughoul

't'lt:l<tl uf lh t:Sl' StUdie\ WLIS thai a l)"pe of le <lrn ing-b)"-d es igll fratth::work WilS SPJnc'titlle' impkntentt:cl to help tcacher.s karn and expand thetr TP!\CK. Learning h\
dc,ig n i ~ an appruach tn which learners ...:o u ~ tru c tthcir knowledge thn>ugh the proc: c:~' o f ctc':.lt ing s( •lllcthing 1Kafai . IY9:') --- quirc lite ra ll y. learning hv i!Ping through
the desig n pr11cc s~ i Shaltry. Henrib..:n. Wu . & Dick son . 201\1. fn ren.:n l year<;. th i~
approach ha' incn.:ased in ~ igniliL·;ull't' in k a ntin ~/ t..:ehnolngy resea rch. especi<tlly
in relation to co nslructionisl fr:lJnework s f Pcppler & Ka!:.li . 2010 Wiggin' &
JVkTi(2he . 2005 ). Several o f the studies invnl,ed in ~ tanec ~ ul· c(l ucatur' wmking
lhrou gh tht• design pmccss IL'J'e<tllil,!! arpllc·:tllons . lt:~son ., . a nd ulher te;Jc'lllng anii'<Jcls) , whtL·h L'XIemb the lt:arning--hy -tk~1gn :tppruach inlt> the· <ll'l'll;l " ' TPACK
re,e:trch . Some 111' thts de"gn IV<liK invites presc:rl in.: :.111 d in -sei'VJ<.:c le<!Lher' '"
v..- tlrk lllgL'lher. which i~ an appl"Llach tiJ;II Iii~ 11ell with ' IVI\CK under~l;irlllin)!.' :11HJ
with lite dyn::nnic and snci;tl IIHcrrl:t) olthc lactur' !hat makt:: it up . iV!i.,hr~l ~111d
Knehler ( 2006) s ugge.sled lh<il lc<lrning hy desi g n is a I'LlUJ1datit>nal way or thinking
;~ncl learning. in huildin g ;1 n11ndset lm I'PAC'K. We highli t), lit rhi s 11oint because !lie
tlneloplllent lli' 'I PACK i\ :1 rt::lativcly ~oph i ~ 1i ...: ated lypt.: ll( experti se th ;ll UKl.>
educaltli'S lillie and e ffnrts acros~ yl'ar~ to ck velo r . But in a l'unda nJL·ntally itnpPrlant
way. th e lcarntn g in praL'lice tli:.Jl hapfWilS in doign .. baseu :tppmach t:' is a n e\cTIIcnl
wa) tn Sl:l 1he swgc I'm rhi s among new and future k ;ichc:r'>. In lhL· c:ast· o l pr:Jc'l icin):'.
tc·~~~.: her s , tl is an approach to honing thetr c:r;ilt ;!ltd !:!kin(.! th ei r 1'1>,\( ' K lt >the ne \ t
level, u s in~ th t..: s kill s 11f ~ ~desi g n er.

~.2.2

Evaluation and Measurement

f~valualion..; Of leachin g nl'icn happen Jnstinl'li\ely tn the c la,.sr<Hllll. and the y Lil n he·
a relatively 'uhltXIilc an.:a ol · le;tcht:r eLIUGIIIllll. 1.1 is an lllflalL'l\ suhj l'clllc' am i
hnJt1:1n ;tetiviry ro llhserve and make illd)!Jllenls ;~h <> ul appr• 'achl:S '' ' tcadltng .tnd
met hl.ld~ ' >f interacll ng wi th students , idea,. . and Jedmc dogy. IL is important . hov. e\l'l.
thai we gt> he)o nd lllt:rt· suh1ec1i1 it\ in r:I ;Jiuating tl·ac hn'. paninil ; irl~ in ;, re:d111 ,,(
r. : ;~ching as rdati vel y rece nt as TPACK and dtgit;il cl ;'"'fl.•llrn lt::dmo logie-, .
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As Lord William Thomson Kelvin once said, not being able 10 measure what it
is that we are speaking of is a "meager and unsatisfactory" kind of knowledge (as
cited in Mishra, Henriksen, & Deep-Play Research Group, 2013, p. I 1). Toward this
purpose, we applaud the efforts of the work in this book aimed at developing rubrics
that would allow teacher educators 10 evaluate different facets ofTPACK. The studies in the book are relatively exploratory in entering new territory of educational
evaluation. However, the efforts are significant in that they contribute not only
through providing some original and early gauges of TPACK in preservice teacher
education, but may also be useful for in-service teachers to know their level of proficiency. In fact, the research-based methods for such rubric development constitute
a valuable thing as well, for providing the foundations for others to develop new
TPACK rubrics in context. It is only through understanding where we are at that we
are able to move forward; by offering such measures to teachers, we can help them
in their TPACK growth.

8.2.3

Communities of Practice

The work in this book represents substantive TPACK research and findings that
were frequently derived through collaboration, communication among teachers, and
communities of practice. We were interested and encouraged to note that several of
these studies put teachers in a position of learning and developing their TPACK
together. Rather than looking at teachers in isolation, the work in this book represents settings with supports and partnership/teamwork between preservice and inservice teachers (as well as educational researchers, teacher educators, and others).
Lave and Wenger (1991) showed how communities of practice (e.g., groups of
teachers) offer opportunities for learning through informal apprenticeship models.
The role of preservice teachers in several of these chapters maps nicely onto this
view of learning and fits well with the way that teachers actually operate and learn
to teach in the real world of classrooms. This situates the research in a collaborative
learning framework and the best possible situation for authentic approaches to
TPACK development.
Brown, Collins, and Duguid ( 1989) described authentic activities as "the ordinary practices of the culture." (p. 34 ). We note that learning through collaboration is
clearly ordinary/authentic practice for teachers. Often times, such situative learning
happens during an internship or another field experience. However, the opportunities demonstrated in this research present new avenues for building TPACK through
discussion, collaboration, and/or design practices among new and experienced
teachers (Shaltry et al. , 2013). As Granger, Morbey, Lotherington, Owston, and
Wideman (2002) put it, "Like effective leadership, the importance of collaboration
cannot be overestimated: teachers need each other-for team teaching and planning,
technical problem solving assistance and learning" (p. 486); we think that this translates clearly onto the TPACK research settings in this body of work.
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A Positive Note ... and a Point of Critique

For historical, and other contingent, reasons most educational research (and educational technology research) has generally happened in North America, specifically
the USA. This is true ofTPACK-related research as well. Although exact figures are
difficult to come by, a recent review by Chai, Koh, and Tsai (2013) indicated that
approximately 65 % of the studies selected were conducted in North America.
Europe and the Asia-Pacific region were evenly matched at around 17 %.
Given the forces of globalization and the spread of technology, it is clear that
there needs to be a better, and fairer, distribution of research. This is particularly true
when we think of the important role the dotted circle (Chap. I) of context plays in
the TPACK diagram. Therefore, this book focusing on outside the USA is a helpful
corrective to the inordinate emphasis on US-based contexts of educational technology research. Through this internationalization of research and work that examines
TPACK in a more varied , broad, and global context, we get a be Iter sense of how the
framework plays out in practice from different perspectives. We think that this book
is an important step toward that goal and that there needs to be more work of this
sort that looks at TPACK in international contexts. It is essential that international
educational technology research (like the studies in this book) further our understanding of TPACK in a global way, rather than a narrower, strictly American consideration of the framework.
An important question then becomes: How do international contexts differ? We
have some understanding of contexts in the USA already, but a broader look at different TPACK contexts is useful for the future and worthwhile to examine. Going
beyond western educational settings, it is important to connect these ideas globally
and learn through comparisons and contrasts. The work in this book speaks to the
value of a framework such as TPACK because, without a framing structure, individual studies would be difficult to connect to a larger picture in education. The
framework brings these ideas together and gives us something to connect and compare/contrast between different settings and instantiations of TPACK . Thereby, we
applaud the authors and editor of this book for providing research in another set of
contexts that adds substantially to the big picture of TPACK and educational
technology.
That said, we would be remiss if we did not offer observations or critique that
could add even more to the body of work going forward. So, one criticism of the
book could be the lack of contextual information provided in each chapter. Providing
any broader contextual information about educational technology or e-learning
could be a useful way to lay the groundwork. For example, the size of thee- learning
markets in ten Asian countries was the central focus of a recent report (Bashar &
Khan, 2007). Korea, China, and Singapore were the three largest markets in 2002;
and Taiwan was ranked sixth. Though Taiwan has a comparatively smaller market,
the government there supported efforts to build thee-learning related infrastructure
(e.g., educational technology availahility in classrooms, Science Park for technology advancement), curriculum reform, and friendly policies fore- learn ing industries
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(Qi, 2005). This type of information helps to set the stage for helping international
readers understand the broader context.
While providing this type of national or market-based information is useful , it is
also essential to include more localized contexts, such as classroom size, teacher
professional development, and so on. We would argue that truly understanding
TPACK (and its instantiations in specific classrooms) may require going even
deeper. For instance, what are the cultural parameters within which teachers and
classrooms function? What is the role of the teacher in the culture of the classroom?
What is the culture overall? And how do these views and approaches to teaching
relate to the use of TPACK and educational technology? These are just a few possible issues or questions that could be interesting to consider. or to include some
thoughts on, as we seek to expand the borders ofTPACK research.
All of this attention to context is important in order to avoid perpetuating the
myth that educational contexts do not matter-a myth that has too long been a part
of educational research . It is always good to deepen the understanding of context
with rich, clarifying detail. Educational technology is constructed as much by wires
and devices as it by social constraints and policies and politics. It is imperative that
we develop a better understanding of these contextual matters. In this respect, thi s
book is an excellent and positive step forward ; and it allows us to see even more
possibilities for the future of these lines of rich global research.
The TPACK framework has spread its wings and established itself in the arena of
educational technology since its first public presentation in 2006. That said, this
book and the chapters within it indicate that there is still much interesting work
being done today and more that needs to be done in the future . ln that sense, we are
nowhere near the end of the journey but we are, possibly (as Churchill said in a
somewhat different context), at the end of the beginning.
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